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A realistic model for random

satisfiability
Motivation Satisfiability (SAT) is the problem of deciding whether there is a satisfying assignment

for a given Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form. SAT plays a central role in computer science,

not only for historical reasons – it was the first natural problem known to be NP-complete – but

also because it has a wide range of applications in industry. SAT is used in theory as a starting point

for reductions of NP-completeness, while efficient SAT solvers are used in industry by reducing other

problems to SAT, as heuristic algorithms for industrial SAT instances can solve the problem very

efficiently. An approach for explaining this difference between theory and practice is to consider a

model for generating random SAT formulae that resemble industrial instances and study the properties

of the instances generated by the model.

Purpose of the project The purpose of this project is to identify the properties of industrial

SAT instances that makes them tractable. Two properties have been observed in industrial SAT

instances. The first property is that the degrees of the variables in an industrial SAT instance follow a

scale-free distribution, where the degree of a variable of a SAT formula is the number of clauses that

contain this variable. The second property is that the variables of an industrial SAT instance tend to

cluster in communities, that is sets of variables tend to appear in the same clauses. The standard

model for generating random SAT instances does not produce formulae that have these two properties.

Random SAT models have been proposed that encompass either scale-free degree distribution or a

high clustering coefficient, but none of these models seems provides insight on why SAT solvers

perform so well on real world instances. Inspired by recent models designed to approximate real world

networks, we propose to study a new model for generating random SAT instances that potentially

addresses both of these properties. Our model uses geometry to address the community structure and

a measure of importance, in the form of variable weights, to address the power-law degree distribution.

What we expect from you We expect basic proficiency in the analysis of algorithms, a famil-

iarity with graph-theoretic concepts and interest in randomisation and geometry. You should bring

the curiosity and willingness to delve into an interesting research topic within Theoretical Computer

Science. Our main goal is a rigorous mathematical understanding of algorithms on random structures

and we expect you to contribute theoretical results.



On the left we see the clause-variable incidence graph of an industrial SAT instance, where the different colours
correspond to the different communities of the SAT instance. On the right we can see the clause-variable incidence
graph of a random 7-SAT instance generated by our proposed geometric random SAT model. The clauses appear as
points of the outer circle and the variables as points on the inner circle. The colours represent a partial assignment that
appears during the run of a simple DPLL SAT-solver.

What you can expect from us We will gently introduce you to the field and accompany you

all along the interesting journey. This will be a team effort, and we aim at publishing our results at a

renowned international conference.

How to contact us You’re welcome to visit us on floor A-1 or send us an e-mail:

Prof. Dr. Tobias Friedrich

Dr. Andreas Göbel
> firstname.lastname@hpi.de
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